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Abstract
Following President Trump’s election and his administration’s subsequent announcement
it intends to end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, college
campus communities are focused on what steps they can legally take to protect and support
their undocumented students. A number of campuses have self-identified as “sanctuary
campuses.” But the policies and practices implemented at such campuses vary and the legal
questions about what campuses can do to protect their students do not turn on the label.
This article explores the various meanings attached to “sanctuary campus” and the legal
import of that label. We then analyze the legal issues that restrict the actions campuses can
take to support and protect undocumented students. These include: (1) campus administrators’
legal obligations to provide information and documents to Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) agents and officers; (2) the extent to which campuses can block ICE
or other federal law enforcement from campus or specific parts of campus; and (3) the risk
that actions taken by campuses in support of undocumented immigrants could violate the
federal law prohibiting “harboring” unauthorized aliens or assisting others that do so.
I. Introduction
An estimated 200,000 to 225,000 United States college students are undocumented
immigrants.1 Concerns about President Donald J. Trump’s campaign promises
to make deportation of millions of illegal immigrants a top priority sparked
widespread campus protests shortly after his election.2 Protestors demanded a
variety of actions. Many called for their campus to become a “sanctuary” that would
protect undocumented students from deportation as much as legally possible.
Many undocumented students received temporary protection from deportation
under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Executive Order issued
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by President Obama in 2012.3 DACA enabled certain undocumented immigrants
who came to the United States as children to apply for deferred immigration
enforcement—the use of prosecutorial discretion to defer actions to remove them—
for a period of two years, subject to renewal. Although DACA never conferred
lawful immigration status on those who applied, it allowed them to remain in
the U.S., to obtain temporary work permits, and protected them from deportation
while covered by the policy.4 On September 5, 2017, the Trump Administration
announced that it would rescind the DACA program and no new requests would
be accepted. The Trump Administration also initially announced that no DACA
renewals would be processed after March 5, 2018, absent Congressional action.
However, two courts have since issued injunctions requiring that DACA renewals
continue as litigation challenging the Trump administration’s rescission of DACA
proceeds through the courts.5 As a result, it is unclear how long students who have
been protected from deportation and granted temporary work authorization by
DACA will continue to enjoy those benefits. Moreover, thousands of undocumented
students who were never protected by DACA6 may believe they are more at risk of
deportation under Trump administration policies.
Since President Trump’s election, and with renewed vigor following the Trump
administration’s announcement that it intended to end the DACA program,
campus communities are focused on what steps they can legally take to protect
and support their undocumented students. Practices and policies in place at some
self-identified “sanctuary campuses” may be tested. But what does it mean to be
a sanctuary campus? There is no single answer to this question. The more than
100 “campus sanctuary” petitions submitted to schools across the country in the
fall of 2016 called for a variety of actions.7 And, campuses responded in different
ways. At least eleven institutions have declared themselves sanctuary campuses.8 But
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even among that group, the policy commitments made by campus officials are
not uniform. Moreover, the policies and practices at many campuses that have
declined to declare themselves a sanctuary do not differ significantly from those
that have identified themselves as a sanctuary campus.
The legal ramifications of sanctuary campus status are of course largely
dictated not by the label but by campus policies and practices. Below, we explore
the various meanings attached to “sanctuary campus” and the legal import of
that label. We then analyze the legal issues that restrict the actions campuses can
take to support and protect undocumented students. These include: (1) campus
administrators’ legal obligations to provide information and documents to
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents and officers; (2) the extent
to which campuses can block ICE or other federal law enforcement from campus
or specific parts of campus; and (3) the risk that actions taken by campuses in
support of undocumented immigrants could violate the federal law prohibiting
“harboring” unauthorized aliens or assisting others that do so.
II. What is a Sanctuary Campus?
Each letter issued by a university official declaring a campus a sanctuary has
its own characteristics.9 A November 30, 2016 letter signed by the University of
Pennsylvania’s President, Provost and Executive Vice President declared that
“Penn is and has always been a ‘sanctuary’—a safe place for our students to live
and to learn.”10 It also made several commitments that mirrored those made by
other schools—some that self-identify as a sanctuary and some that do not. These
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commitments include: (1) not to share any information about any undocumented
student with ICE or the Customs and Border Protection (CBP)/ U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS) unless presented with valid legal process; (2)
not to allow officers of these agencies on its campus unless required to do so by
warrant; (3) to prevent campus police from complying with ICE detainer requests11
for nonviolent crimes;12 and (4) to ensure continued financial aid to undocumented
and DACA students to enable these students to complete their studies.13
Other institutions, including Drake University, have made more general
statements identifying their campus as a sanctuary:
We are and will be “a place of refuge or safety”—our chosen definition
of “sanctuary”—for all of our students, faculty, and staff. We will do all
that we can, within the framework of the law, to defend our students’
and employees’ rights. We will protect private information. We will
provide programming and education regarding immigrants’ rights. We
will continue to advocate for our government’s policies to align with our
nation’s best aspirations for equity, opportunity, and inclusion.14
Many other institutions have declined to self-identify as a sanctuary campus.
The President of Brown University explained that she had concluded that private
colleges cannot actually offer “legal sanctuary from members of law enforcement
or Immigration and Customs Enforcement” and thus she had determined it would
“irresponsible” to lead students to believe otherwise.15 Pennsylvania State University
similarly issued a message to the community that noted that sanctuary campus
“is an ambiguous term that is subject to multiple interpretations and has no legal
validity. If used, it could imply that our university has the authority to exempt our
campus from federal immigration laws, when in fact no university has that authority.”16
A. Sanctuary from immigration enforcement in churches and schools is custom
not law.
Campuses that fear that they will mislead students if they label themselves a
sanctuary are not alone. Despite a long history of churches acting as sanctuaries,
Roman Catholic Cardinal, Donald Wuerl, leader of the Washington Archdiocese,
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recently warned that although the church opposes deportation of people already
living in the United States, it may not be able to provide any true protection for
undocumented aliens. He explained:
“When we use the word sanctuary, we have to be very careful that we’re
not holding out false hope. We wouldn’t want to say, ‘Stay here, we’ll protect
you,’” he said, explaining that he’s not sure churches can legally guarantee
protection to people who might move into a church building, or that federal
agents would necessarily respect the boundaries of a church as a place
that they cannot enter. “With separation of church and state, the church
really does not have the right to say, ‘You come in this building and the law
doesn’t apply to you.’ But we do want to say we’ll be a voice for you.”17
Churches have historically served as a sanctuary for individuals who fear
deportation only because immigration officials have refrained from raiding churches
to avoid the bad optics of such raids. The federal government has in some instances
prosecuted church leaders for harboring illegal aliens even when the clergy were
motivated by humanitarian goals like protecting political refugees.18
Although churches cannot provide full legal protection from deportation, such
situations have not dissuaded many from declaring themselves sanctuaries. One
report indicates that the church sanctuary movement has grown to include some
800 congregations, many of which recognize that they are engaged in a form of
civil disobedience.19 Moreover, even though immigration officials do have legal
authority to raid both churches and schools they have not traditionally done so. Thus
far, the Trump administration has not signaled any intent to depart from this tradition.
The practice of avoiding immigration raids at churches and schools is documented
in an October 24, 2011 memorandum authored by then Director of ICE, John
Morton, regarding “Enforcement Actions at or Focused on Sensitive Locations.”20
According to ICE’s website, ICE “previously issued and implemented a policy”
that remains in effect.21 The Morton memorandum defines sensitive locations
to include places of worship and schools—including post-secondary colleges
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and universities. It does not, however, prohibit ICE enforcement actions at these
locations. Instead, as a general rule, it requires that “planned enforcement action at
or focused on a sensitive location” have the prior approval of the Assistant Director
of Operations, Homeland Security Investigations; the Executive Associate Director
of Homeland Security; the Assistant Director for Field Operations, Enforcement
and Removal Operations (ERO); or the Executive Associate Director of ERO.
Even this requirement for approval by senior officials is not mandatory in all
circumstances, though. Under the following exigent circumstances, enforcement
activities may proceed without such approval:
•

the enforcement action involves a national security or terrorism matter;

•

there is an imminent risk of death, violence, or physical harm to any person
or property;

•

the enforcement action involves the immediate arrest or pursuit of a
dangerous felon, terrorist suspect, or any other individual(s) that present
an imminent danger to public safety; or

•

there is an imminent risk of destruction of evidence material to an
ongoing criminal case.22

The memorandum also explicitly explains that it provides guidance for ICE
officers in exercising their discretionary law enforcement functions and does not
affect their statutory authority. It further states that “[n]othing in this memorandum
is intended to and may not be relied upon to create any right or benefit, substantive
or procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any administrative, civil, or
criminal matter.”23
On February 8, 2017, ICE agents arrested several Latino men outside a homeless
shelter housed in a church in Alexandria, Virginia.24 The move prompted several
elected officials to raise concerns about the church being targeted by ICE.25 However,
an ICE spokeswoman emphasized that that the arrests took place across the street
from the church, not on church property, and explained that the agency’s“sensitive
location”policy was followed.26 She further explained that “DHS is committed to
ensuring that people seeking to participate in activities or utilize services provided
at any sensitive location are free to do so without fear or hesitation.”27
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B. Guidance relating to ICE’s exercise of prosecutorial discretion is subject to change.
Although to date ICE has not departed from the “sensitive location” policy
documented in the 2011 memorandum, it could choose to do so at any time. The Trump
Administration has taken other steps to depart from Obama-era enforcement
practices. Specifically, the new administration has articulated immigration enforcement
priorities in a manner that sweeps a wider group of undocumented aliens into
priority groups for removal. It has also reaffirmed its intention to proceed with
removal proceedings against all foreign nationals who are in the country in violation
of law—even those not identified as a priority. Most recently the Trump
Administration adopted a “zero tolerance policy” of criminally prosecuting every
adult arrested forentering the U.S. illegally.28
On February 20, 2017, then Secretary of Homeland Security, John F. Kelly,
issued a Memorandum titled “Enforcement of the Immigration Laws to Serve the
National Interest” (Immigration Enforcement Memo).29 This memorandum provides
guidance for Department of Homeland Security (DHS) officers when implementing
President Trump’s January 25, 2017 Executive Order (EO) titled “Enhancing Public
Safety in the Interior of the United States.”30
The Immigration Enforcement Memo rescinded guidance issued during the
Obama Administration that clearly expressed that removal of certain aliens who
were notcriminals was not an enforcement priority. In contrast, the Immigration
Enforcement Memo identifies priorities that sweep more widely and makes clear
that aliens not specificallyidentified as a priority are not deprioritized for removal.31
In other words, while the Immigration Enforcement Memo instructed the DHS
to focus its limited enforcement resources on certain categories of aliens, it also
directed that DHS will not decline to bring enforcement action against those who
are not so described.
In a statement following the announcement of the administration’s intent to phase
out DACA, President Trump stated that he had “advised the Department of Homeland
Security that DACA recipients are not enforcement priorities unless they are criminals,
are involved in criminal activity, or are members of a gang.”32 Nonetheless, the shift
in priorities announced in the Immigration Enforcement Memo suggests undocumented
students, including DACA recipients, may be at increased risk of removal.
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C. Proposed legislation targets “sanctuary campuses”
At least two campus administrators have cited concerns about losing funding
when declining to identify as a sanctuary campus. New Mexico State University
President Garrey Carruthers said the University would “not declare itself a
sanctuary,” and specifically would not ban ICE officials from campus because
doing so could jeopardize federal funding and the institution’s ability to issue
visas to international students and visiting scholars.33 Similarly, Emory University
President Claire Sterk has observed that “[d]eclaring ourselves a sanctuary campus,
which has potent symbolism, could have the collateral effect of reducing funding
for teaching, education and research, directly harming our students, patients and
the beneficiaries of our research.”34
Such concerns reflect a fear that sanctuary campuses will be punished by new
legislation or executive branch actions that restrict funding to such campuses.
Indeed, President Trump’s repeated efforts to restrict federal funding for sanctuary
cities suggest campuses have reason to be cautious. University counsel and
administrators should track proposed legislation that targets sanctuary campuses
as well as developments related to sanctuary cities as the latter may result in
precedents that could affect colleges and universities.
On March 13, 2018, the Fifth Circuit largely upheld a Texas law first enacted
in May 2017 that prohibits local and campus police forces from adopting policies
that would prevent officers from asking about arrestees’ immigration status or
thwarting communication with immigration officials and requires campus police
comply with ICE detainer requests.35 Pennsylvania legislator Jerry Knowles
(R-Berks/Carbon/Schuylkill) has also introduced a bill targeting sanctuary
campuses. His bill would make colleges and universities ineligible for state aid if
their governing body adopts a rule, order or policy that would (1) prohibit
the enforcement of a federal law or the laws of Pennsylvania pertaining to an
immigrant or immigration; (2) refuse federal authorities access to a campus;
(3) direct employees not to communicate, coordinate or cooperate with federal
authorities regarding an individual’s immigration status; or (4) apply an adverse
employment action against an employee of an institution of higher education for
communicating, coordinating or cooperating with federal authorities regarding an
immigration issue.36
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At the federal level, in January 2017, Representative Duncan Hunter (R-CA)
introduced the “No Funding for Sanctuary Campuses Act” (H. R. 483), which
would amend Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to make sanctuary
campuses ineligible for Title IV funding (which includes most federal student
financial aid programs such as the Pell Grant, Direct Loan, Perkins Loans and the
Federal Work Study programs). The bill has been referred to the House Committee
on Education and the Workforce and defines “sanctuary campus” as a campus
that has in effect an “ordinance, policy, or practice” that prohibits or restricts the
institution or its employees from:
(i) sending, receiving, maintaining, or exchanging with any Federal, State,
or local government entity information regarding the citizenship or
immigration status (lawful or unlawful) of any individual;
(ii) complying with a request lawfully made by the Secretary of Homeland
Security … to comply with a detainer for, or notify about the release of,
an individual; or
(iii) otherwise complying with section 642 of the Illegal Immigration Reform
and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1373).37
The bill further indicates that sanctuary campuses include any institution
that (1) “brings in, or harbors, an alien in violation of section 274 (a)(1)(A) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act;” (2) makes aliens without lawful immigration
status eligible for in-state tuition to the same extent as a citizen or national of the
United States is eligible for such benefits; or (3) prevents the Department of Homeland
Security from recruiting students on an equal basis with other employers.38
The prospects for enactment of these bills are unclear. But, the types of conduct
they target may help institutions understand what policies and practices may draw
scrutiny from state and federal agencies. In addition to tracking the progression of
these and similar pieces of proposed legislation, educational institutions may also
benefit from tracking the legal battle related to the Trump Administration’s efforts
to withhold federal funding from sanctuary cities. The way in which the administration
attempts to define “sanctuary jurisdictions” and the outcome of its efforts to
withhold federal funding from such jurisdictions could ultimately affect campuses.
D. Trump Administration aims to withhold funding from “sanctuary cities”
On January 25, 2017, President Trump issued an Executive Order (EO) titled
“Enhancing Public Safety in the Interior of the United States”. Among other
things, the EO declared that cities that do not comply with federal immigration
enforcement agents “are not eligible to receive Federal grants, except as deemed
necessary for law enforcement purposes by the Attorney General or the Secretary.”39
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The EO does not define sanctuary jurisdictions beyond identifying them as those
that willfully refuse to comply with 8 U.S.C. § 1373 (Section 1373).40 Section 1373(a)
provides that a state or local government entity or official “may not prohibit, or in
any way restrict, any government entity or official from sending to, or receiving
from, the Immigration and Naturalization Service information regarding the
citizenship or immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of any individual.” This
restriction is consistent with previously issued U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
guidance to grant recipients, including certain self-described sanctuary cities,
which reminded recipients that they must comply with Section 1373 as a condition
of receipt of federal funds under specific grant programs.41
Multiple cities challenged the EO on constitutional grounds42 and on April 25, 2017,
a federal district court in California entered a nationwide preliminary injunction
blocking enforcement of the section of the EO that declared jurisdictions that refused
to comply with Section 1373 ineligible for federal grants.43 That court explained that:
The Constitution vests the spending powers in Congress, not the President,
so the Order cannot constitutionally place new conditions on federal funds.
Further, the Tenth Amendment requires that conditions on federal funds
be unambiguous and timely made; that they bear some relation to the
funds at issue; and that the total financial incentive not be coercive. Federal
funding that bears no meaningful relationship to immigration enforcement
cannot be threatened merely because a jurisdiction chooses an immigration
enforcement strategy of which the President disapproves.44
The Trump Administration’s efforts to directly condition specific grants on a
jurisdiction’s cooperation with its immigration enforcement efforts has also been
blocked by several courts. In July 2017, DOJ announced that the Edward Byrne
Memorial Justice Assistance Grants (Byrne JAG grants) would only be available to
jurisdictions that (1) complied with any DHS request for at least 48 hours’ notice of
the date and time of release of any unauthorized person, (2) allowed unrestricted
access to their prisons for the conduct of interviews of detainees, and (3) certified
compliance with Section 1373. The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
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Circuit recently held that the Attorney General lacked the authority to impose these
conditions and upheld a nationwide injunction blocking DOJ from conditioning
the Byrne JAG grants on local compliance with federal immigration authorities.45
Perhaps of even greater consequence, one federal district court addressing the
constitutionality of the same conditions on the Byrne JAG grants recently held
not only that the conditions were unconstitutional but that Section 1373 itself was
unconstitutional.46 Relying on a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision, Murphy v. NCAA,
which legalized sports gambling at the state level, the court explained that
“[b]ecause Section 1373 directly tells states and state actors that they must refrain
from enacting certain state laws, it is unconstitutional under the Tenth Amendment.”47
The legal battles related to the executive branch’s ability to place conditions
of federal grant programs will no doubt continue, and future court decisions may
have implications for colleges and universities. This will certainly be the case
where campus police officers operate within a sanctuary jurisdiction that may have
policies, laws or ordinances preventing or limiting cooperation between campus
police and federal immigration enforcement officials.48
III. Existing law should guide campus decision-making
Although much is unclear about what a sanctuary campus is and how future
legislative and executive branch actions will affect such campuses—however they
may be defined—a number of legal authorities that are currently in place should
guide institutions’ policies and practices.
A. Sharing documents and information with immigration officials
Although student campus sanctuary petitions varied, many sought a commitment
from institutions not to share in the first instance or to withhold upon inquiry
information about students’ immigration status from ICE and CBP agents. Below
we examine the extent to which an institution may keep confidential, or decline, to
share immigration status and other student information with ICE and CBP agents
upon request.
1. Absent a warrant or subpoena, no specific legal requirement compels institutions to
provide records to immigration officials that identify undocumented students.
With a few exceptions, including students participating in a Student and
Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) (discussed below), federal law does not clearly
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require that institutions turn student information over to ICE of CBP agents absent a
warrant or subpoena. Section 1373 prevents state and local entities from prohibiting
or restricting a government entity or official from providing information to ICE.
However, as noted above, one federal district court recently held that this statute
is unconstitutional. Moreover, courts have not addressed whether, and under
what set of facts, public or private higher education institutions are “state or local
entities” within the meaning of the statute.
Even if the cooperation obligation in Section 1373 is constitutional and applies
to some higher education institutions, that obligation does not appear to override
the privacy protections provided by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA).49 FERPA generally forbids schools to disclose educational records
or personally identifiable information derived from such records to a third party
unless the eligible student (or if under 18 years old his or her parent) has provided
written consent.50 Student consent is not required when an institution is complying
with a judicial order or lawfully-issued subpoena.51 However, schools complying
with a lawfully-issued subpoena or court order must make a “reasonable effort
to notify” the student before compliance with the subpoena.52 Therefore, even if
Section 1373 were to be interpreted to apply to universities and colleges, those
that have practices and policies that protect the confidentiality of citizenship or
immigration status of their students by requiring a court order or lawfully-issued
subpoena before disclosing school records or personally identifiable student
information to immigration officials could now reasonably argue under these
developing sanctuary city cases that they do not violate the statute. And schools
that allow exceptions to their confidentiality policies where an undocumented
student is suspected by the campus police of committing a crime based on their
own investigation or based upon a valid judicial warrant are less likely to be
challenged by other law enforcement agencies beyond ICE.
Of course, institutions that fail to comply with a court order or subpoena could
be held in contempt of court. But, it is unclear whether an ICE administratively
issued subpoena, without more, is a “lawfully- issued subpoena” that triggers the
general FERPA exception to consent in the first place. ICE issues administrative
subpoenas for books and records through its own internal processes and those

49
In 1999, the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) examined the relationship
between Section 1373 and a federal statute barring disclosure of census-related information. The
OLC concluded that Section 1373 did not act to repeal the census privacy law. See Relationship
Between Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 and Statutory Requirement
for Confidentiality of Census Information, 23 Op. O.L.C. Supp. 5 (1999), http://www.justice.gov/sites/
default/files/olc/opinions/attachments/2014/11/10/
1999-05-18-census-confidentiality.pdf. The same analysis by extension suggests that Section 1373
did not repeal FERPA and other privacy protections in federal law. See Elizabeth M. McCormick,
Federal Anti-Sanctuary Law: A Failed Approach to Immigration Enforcement And A Poor Substitute For Real
Reform, 20 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 165, 205 (2016).
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administrative subpoenas are not issued by a court.53 When an employer refuses
to comply with an administrative subpoena, ICE agents can only enforce it after
securing a judicial order from a federal judge.
At other times, ICE may secure court-issued subpoenas from the outset. Whether
the FERPA provision that allows institutions to release personally identifiable
information without student consent in response to a “lawfully-issued subpoena”
extends to administrative ICE subpoenas that have not been reviewed by a court
has not been addressed in federal guidance or court decisions.54
In addition, FERPA notably excludes certain information from the definition of
“educational records,” including “records maintained by a law enforcement unit
of the educational agency … that were created by that law enforcement unit for
the purpose of law enforcement.”55 A school is therefore allowed to disclose such
records without student consent or legal process. Similarly, FERPA permits public
disclosure of “directory information” without the student’s consent. However, each
school must inform students what information is considered “directory information”
and provide students an opportunity to withhold consent for disclosure of “directory
information.” If this is done properly, an institution is permitted to disclose “directory
information” without student consent, a court order, or lawfully-issued subpoena.
With respect to both exceptions to the consent requirement, FERPA permits
but does not mandate disclosure of the information without student consent. Thus,
a campus policy to require a warrant or court order before sharing information
that falls into these FERPA exceptions would not run afoul of FERPA. However,
where campus officials are state government employees, enacting such a policy
may present risks under Section 1373 if the information protected is arguably
“citizenship or immigration status” of the student. For instance, if ICE requested
the residence address of an enrolled student, and that student had not objected to
the institution sharing his or her directory information, even though address is
not citizenship or immigration status information, ICE may, as it has in the City of
Philadelphia litigation, take the position that an institutional policy that prevents
employees from sharing this address information in the absence of a lawfullyissued subpoena is counter to the obligation under Section 1373 not to prohibit
such information sharing.
2. Document retention programs
Institutions should maintain a document retention program that provides for
periodic archiving or destruction of documents pursuant to a regular document
maintenance schedule. Such programs must comply with other applicable regulatory
requirements for maintenance of student records, records pertaining to visas, and
any other applicable document retention rules. Any policy that singles out certain
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types of documents for destruction because of their potentially incriminating
nature would not likely be construed by government authorities (or courts) as
part of a regular document retention program. In fact, such a program might
suggest concealment, or an attempt to avoid, frustrate, or otherwise impede an
immigration investigation.56
Moreover, the government may view document destruction polices that
amount to an attempt to conceal aliens or impede an immigration investigation
as inconsistent with provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) that
prohibit the aiding or abetting of another person who is harboring or encouraging
an undocumented alien to remain in the United States.57 Or depending upon
the circumstances, a document destruction policy that selectively destroys
documents identifying students with non-legal immigration status could be
construed as evidence that the institution intended to conceal or otherwise
harbor undocumented students. In addition, selective destruction of documents
that identify undocumented students carries some risk implicating Section 1373.
Section 1373 provides not only that persons or agencies may not restrict or prevent
the sharing of citizenship or immigration status information with immigration
authorities but also may not adopt policies that (for information it otherwise collects
or is required to collect) restrict a federal, state, or local government entity from
maintaining “information regarding the immigration status, lawful or unlawful,
of any individual” in any way.58
The Student and Exchange Visitor Information System provides ICE access to
certain student records without a subpoena and provides a mechanism for DHS to
deter certain campus policies and practices.
While in many circumstances, institutions can demand a subpoena before
turning student information over to ICE, an institution’s ICE-authorized acceptance
of international students in the F, M, and J nonimmigrant categories and concomitant
enrollment in the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS)
provides the government an administrative tool to come onto campus and obtain
student information contained in SEVIS without formal process. In addition, ICE’s
broad authority to certify (or to decline to certify) an institution’s participation in
the Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) could be used to encourage

56
Various criminal obstruction of justice statutes – for instance, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1503, 1505, 1510,
and 1512 – can be and have been used to punish individuals and entities who have destroyed or
concealed information relating to pending or potential investigations. See United States v. McKnight,
799 F.2d 443 (8th Cir. 1986) (destruction of bank documents subject to grand jury subpoena); United
States v. Sutton, 732 F.2d 1483 (10th Cir. 1984) (Section 1505 conviction stemming from obstruction
of Department of Energy audit by document destruction); United States v. Jahedi, 681 F. Supp. 2d
430 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (document destruction in violation of Sections 1503 and 1512(c)(1)); United
States v. Perraud, 672 F. Supp. 2d 1328 (S.D. Fla. 2009) (destruction of documents related to pending
SEC investigation); United States v. Lundwall, 1 F. Supp. 2d 249 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (withholding and
destroying documents sought in civil discovery); United States v. Fineman, 434 F. Supp. 197 (E.D. Pa.
1977) (defendant aware of grand jury investigation, and caused document to be destroyed knowing
that it might be sought by grand jury), aff’d, 571 F.2d 572 (3d Cir. 1977).
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institutions to cooperate with immigration enforcement efforts in other ways. SEVP
certification is required for an institution to enroll nonimmigrant foreign students.
All schools in the United States that enroll F-1, and/or M-1 nonimmigrant
students must be certified by SEVP. Schools petition for certification by submitting
a Form I-17, “Petition for Approval of School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant
Student,” in the SEVIS portal. Within ICE, SEVP approves or denies these requests
for certification. Once certified, the school has access to SEVIS and may issue Form
I-20, “Certificate of Eligibility for Nonimmigrant Student Status,” which prospective
nonimmigrant students need to secure visas.59 To maintain certification, the school
must comply with SEVP regulations and policies, as well as record keeping and
reporting requirements.60
The SEVIS system tracks the records of these nonimmigrant and visiting students
and their continued participation in their educational programs. Further, SEVPcertified institutions are subject to on-site review related to SEVP participating
students at any time, without a warrant or subpoena. These institutions are also
required to maintain and produce information and documents related to F-1 or
M-1 students to DHS at any time upon request.61 Although DHS agents need not
provide a subpoena for such requests, the institution may request that notice be
given in writing. An institution has three days to respond to such a written request
(or ten days if the information request is about a class of students).62 However, if
a student is in custody, the institution must respond “orally on the same day the
request for information is made . . . and DHS will provide a written notification
that the request was made after the fact, if the school so desires.”63 In addition, DHS
regulations require that F-1 and M-1 students waive their privacy rights under
FERPA and prevent educational institutions from invoking FERPA protections
in order to avoid disclosing student information that it is otherwise required to
provide to DHS.64
In addition to providing ICE access to student records for SEVP-participating
students without need of a warrant or subpoena, the broad authority ICE has to
deny SEVP certification to an institution could be used to encourage institutions
to cooperate with immigration enforcement efforts in other ways. SEVP-related
regulations list a number of reasons for denial of SEVP certification, but the list is
non-exhaustive. The regulations authorize DHS/ICE to withdraw or deny SEVP
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Information about students holding J-1 visas is also in SEVIS. Sponsoring organizations
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certification for “any valid and substantive reason.”65 Whether ICE could use such
a general provision as authority to enforce immigration policy, including a policy
against sanctuary campuses, is an open question.
4. Implications for cooperation agreements with law enforcement
Campus policies relating to sharing information with immigration law
enforcement agencies must be formulated with other legal obligations in mind.
In many instances, the laws that establish campus police departments outline the
obligations of such forces to cooperate with local police departments. Similarly,
some campus police departments have entered contractual agreements with local
municipal police departments that must be considered.
A campus police department may have cooperation obligations under the law
that established its authority. Practices adopted in response to a call for a sanctuary
campus could be inconsistent with those obligations. Similarly, many universities
have entered into memoranda of understanding with state or local police
departments that detail commitments to work together, and the implementation
of sanctuary campus policies might frustrate the purpose of such agreements or
the ability of such organizations to work cooperatively. The extent to which such
tension arises may depend in part on local law enforcement policies and practices
relating to federal immigration law enforcement. Even absent any conflicting
legal obligations, institution administrators may want to consider how adopting
“sanctuary” policies or practices for undocumented students who are victims of
or witnesses to crimes or more generally for any ICE-related inquiry that is not
accompanied by a judicial warrant might affect the university’s ability to cooperate
with state and local police on a range of matters.
B. Permitting ICE officials on campus
Many sanctuary campus petitions called on institutions to prevent ICE officers
from entering campus without a warrant. Below we analyze (1) the extent to which
campuses can require a warrant before ICE (or other law enforcement) agents enter
campus and (2) the risk that such a policy could be found to violate Section 1373’s
information-sharing requirement or the provisions of the INA that make it illegal
to harbor an alien.
Immigration officers have authority “to interrogate any alien or person
believed to be an alien as to his right to be or to remain in the United States.”66 But
this statute does not describe any particular place or manner for the exercise of
ICE authority. ICE interrogation can include a brief detention, not amounting to
arrest, as outlined in 8 C.F.R. § 287.8(b). For making arrests without a warrant, any
immigration officer has the power “to arrest any alien in the United States, if he
has reason to believe that the alien … arrested is in the United States in violation
of any … law or regulation and is likely to escape before a warrant can be obtained
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for his arrest.”67 Courts have interpreted “reason to believe” to mean probable
cause in this context, which exists when “the facts and circumstances within the
arresting officers’ knowledge” are sufficient in themselves to warrant a prudent
person’s “belief that an offense has been or is being committed.”68
Immigration officers are not permitted to exercise these powers in a manner
that violates the Fourth Amendment, which prohibits “unreasonable searches
and seizures.” 69 Courts have analyzed Fourth Amendment challenges brought by
non-citizens.70 The U.S. Supreme Court, however, has not directly held that Fourth
Amendment protections extend to undocumented aliens residing in the U.S.71
Even if undocumented aliens do enjoy such protections, those facing removal may
be without a meaningful remedy for unconstitutional searches and seizures. The
exclusionary rule, which routinely prevents use of evidence secured through an
unconstitutional search or seizure in a criminal trial, does not apply equally in an
immigration removal proceeding. In INS v. Lopez-Mendoza, the U.S. Supreme Court
held that the exclusionary rule did not generally apply to removal proceedings
but noted that its decision “[did] not deal … with egregious violations of Fourth
Amendment or other liberties that might transgress notions of fundamental
fairness and undermine the probative value of the evidence obtained.”72 Thus,
while non-citizens may theoretically be protected from unreasonable searches and
seizures, it is possible that evidence obtained through an unconstitutional search
may still be relied on in a removal proceeding.
Perhaps more importantly to universities and colleges, the Fourth Amendment
does not necessarily require that ICE officers secure a warrant before setting foot
on campus. Students’ Fourth Amendment protections would require a warrant
only for searches and seizures conducted in places in which an individual has a
reasonable expectation of privacy.73 Because many parts of a university campus
are open to the public and accessible by roads and walkways, students may
have difficulty establishing that they have an expectation of privacy in the entire
campus. Campuses may therefore be unable to legally (or practically) require a
warrant for ICE agents to access the public spaces on campus. In contrast, students
likely do have an expectation of privacy in restricted buildings, dormitories, or
other living spaces so campuses may be able to legally require a warrant before
ICE agents enter those spaces.
The school’s own property interests in controlling access to its facilities—
particularly to places on campus that are regularly open to the public—may also
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be limited. DHS regulations confer enforcement powers on immigration officials.
Among other things, those regulations provide that immigration officers can
perform site inspections without a warrant. Site inspections are “enforcement
activities undertaken to locate and identify aliens illegally in the United States,
or aliens engaged in unauthorized employment, at locations where there is a
reasonable suspicion, based on articulable facts, that such aliens are present.”74
The regulations also describe the warrant requirement for non-public areas of a
business or residence:
An immigration officer may not enter into the non-public areas of a business,
a residence including the curtilage of such residence, or a farm or other outdoor
agricultural operation, except as provided in section 287(a)(3) of the Act [relating
to searches of vehicles “a reasonable distance” from the external boundary of
the United States and vessels within U.S. territorial waters], for the purpose of
questioning the occupants or employees concerning their right to be or remain
in the United States unless the officer has either a warrant or the consent of the
owner or other person in control of the site to be inspected. When consent to enter
is given, the immigration officer must note on the officer’s report that consent was
given and, if possible, by whom consent was given. If the immigration officer is
denied access to conduct a site inspection, a warrant may be obtained.75
This provision recognizes that some areas of a business are non-public and
therefore would require a warrant or consent to access. However, it also posits
that immigration officers can access other areas of a business that are clearly public
without a warrant.
Accordingly, ICE officials can likely access, without a warrant, areas of a
campus that are open and plainly accessible. Colleges and universities might ask
immigration officials to check in with campus security before entering such areas of
campus, but such advance notice would be a courtesy and not a legal requirement.
Any such requirement, of course, would need a provision for exigencies such as
“hot pursuit” of dangerous suspects who may cause harm to students or campus
employees, or if law enforcement action were delayed in order to comply with
a campus demand for advanced notice, an institution could face scrutiny and
potentially third-party liability for any harms that result due to the delay. In May
2016, for instance, the family of a woman murdered by an unauthorized alien in
San Francisco filed a wrongful death suit against the city and its sheriff, alleging
that a sanctuary city policy facilitated the murder.76
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A policy with a good-faith insistence upon legal process before entering areas
of campus in which students have a reasonable expectation of privacy and in which
the school has a valid interest in the orderly conduct of its business of providing
an appropriate learning environment is likely defensible under the harboring
provision of the INA (discussed at length below).
Even when campus officials have a good-faith basis to insist on a warrant (or a
subpoena for records), they should do so in a manner that does not actively frustrate
law enforcement efforts. For instance, if, while awaiting service of a warrant, a
campus official was to hide the undocumented persons or destroy records, a court
or law enforcement authority could take the position that an institution has run
afoul of the harboring provision discussed below. Moreover, such steps might also
trigger separate obstruction of justice charges if the student was a criminal suspect
or enhancements under the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines for harboring, as they
would be willfully impeding the investigation of ICE officials.77
Although campus officials may not legally obstruct an immigration investigation,
campus officials (including campus police) do not have a broad affirmative duty
to report violations of immigration laws.78 Provisions of the INA allow state and
local law enforcement to enter into agreements with federal authorities to enforce
the immigration laws, but the INA provides that “[n]othing in this subsection
shall be construed to require any State or political subdivision of a State” to enter
into such arrangements.79 Thus, institutions do not generally have an affirmative
obligation to notify immigration officials about student-related matters or to assist
such officials beyond the normal legal requirements to comply with legal process
or other lawful requests.80
Although the INA does not require immigration enforcement cooperation
agreements, as noted above, ICE’s broad authority to deny SEVP certification to an
institution could be used to encourage cooperation. In addition, specific institutions
may have cooperation and reporting obligations that require campus police to
take certain actions under the state or local laws that establish the authority of
those police departments. Campuses should take care to ensure that no campus

77
See U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 3C1.1 (U.S. Sentencing Comm’n 2015). See also
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sanctuary policies or practices undermine their ability to meet these obligations.
Similarly, many universities have entered into memoranda of understanding
with state or local police departments that detail commitments to work together.
Administrators should therefore carefully consider whether any policies they adopt
undermine the campus police department’s ability to cooperate with local police
in the ways required by law or by any existing agreement with state or local police.
C. Institutions cannot “harbor” illegal aliens.
Another consideration that must guide campuses’ policy development is
whether any rules or practices designed to support and protect students without
legal immigration status could be construed to violate the harboring provision
of the INA. Practices relating to campus housing, financial aid, and document
destruction could come under such scrutiny.
The harboring provisions of the INA impose criminal penalties and fines on
persons who do any of the following with an unauthorized alien: (i) bring into
the United States, (ii) transport within the United States, (iii) conceal, harbor, or
shield from detection in any place, or (iv) encourage or induce to come to, enter, or
reside in the United States.81 For subparts (ii), (iii), and (iv), the defendant need not
know that the alien is unauthorized; “reckless disregard” of this fact is sufficient.
The statute also penalizes attempts to commit those acts, as well as conspiring or
aiding and abetting such acts.
Courts have interpreted the harboring prohibition broadly, generally considering
“shielding,” “harboring,” and “concealing” to encompass “conduct tending
substantially to facilitate an alien’s ‘remaining in the United States illegally.’”82
This broad interpretation of key terms of the harboring provision could be applied
to conclude that activities that do not involve active or affirmative concealment of
unauthorized aliens is still harboring. For example, when in the 1980s, students
proposed that the University of California system offer unauthorized refugees
“sanctuary” in private student housing, federal immigration officials indicated
that facilitators of such a program could face prosecution.83 However, some recent
court decisions have begun to limit the meaning of “harboring” under the statute by
requiring that the defendant do more than simply provide shelter or transportation
to an undocumented alien. These cases suggest that “harboring” means keeping
an alien in any place, moving an alien, or providing physical protection with the
intent to conceal from government authorities.
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This narrowed definition was recently referenced in United States v. McClellan.84
There, a restaurant owner was convicted under the harboring provision for
employing and providing housing for unauthorized aliens. The McCllellan court
affirmed that the defendant had violated the harboring statute because the defendant
had not simply provided housing, but rather had “deliberately safeguard[ed]
members of a specified group from the authorities.”85 The court explained, “[A]
defendant is guilty of harboring for purposes of § 1324 by ‘providing . . . a known
illegal alien a secure haven, a refuge, a place to stay in which the authorities are
unlikely to be seeking him.’”86
In sum, federal case law is unclear with regard to what level of intent is required
for harboring. Some courts have required that the defendant act with clandestine
intent to hide the alien,87 while others have required that the defendant’s actions
“substantially facilitate” the alien’s unlawful stay,88 and still others have held that
“simple sheltering” is sufficient to trigger statutory liability.89
Separate from establishing liability for concealing, harboring, or sheltering an
alien, Section 1324 also targets those who “encourage or induce” an unauthorized
person to come to, enter, or reside in the United States.90 Federal courts have
explained that a defendant “encourages” an unauthorized alien to “reside” in the
United States when the defendant takes some action “to facilitate the alien’s ability
to live in this country indefinitely.”91 Defendants have been convicted under this
provision for doing as little as occasionally employing an alien housekeeper
while offering advice on how to avoid deportation.92 More typically, cases involve
employers providing additional aid to unauthorized employees if such aid
encourages them to stay.93
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Although the outside parameters of liability under the harboring statute is
unclear, there is some danger that institutional efforts to assist undocumented
students, perhaps by knowingly providing institutional financial aid, could
trigger such liability. Such actions could be interpreted as encouraging or inducing
an illegal alien to reside in the United States.Specifically, knowingly funding
an undocumented alien student’s education in the United States could be
challenged as “encouraging” him/her to reside in the United States in violation of
immigration laws.
Although this risk does exist, with rare exception, harboring enforcement
actions have historically targeted defendants who reaped some financial gain from
harboring (like retaining a cheap source of labor).94 As noted above, a harboring
enforcement action against a university was threatened in at least one instance.95
But, there is no clear legal precedent establishing that providing financial aid,
counseling services, dormitory housing, or other student services violates (or does
not violate) the harboring provisions of the INA.
The federal circuit courts have taken a varied approach to the interpretation of
the harboring provision and therefore this area of the law is particularly unsettled.
If an institution were liable under the harboring provision, penalties can be severe
and include both prison time and fines. Each violation—which means “for each
alien in respect to whom such a violation occurs”—can carry a prison sentence of
up to five years. If the harboring is done for a commercial purpose, the potential
sentence doubles to ten years. Fines of up to $500,000 per violation can also be
imposed. Additionally, the statute authorizes seizures and forfeitures, providing,
“[a]ny conveyance, including any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft, that has been or is
being used in the commission of a [harboring] violation . . ., the gross proceeds of
such violation, and any property traceable to such conveyance or proceeds, shall
be seized and subject to forfeiture.”96
The harboring provision of the INA references “any person,” and thus
individual employees acting at the direction of an institution could also be
prosecuted. Although we are not aware of prior cases involving criminal or civil
liability of university employees under the harboring provision of the INA, church
employees have faced penalties for their roles in sanctuary practices.97 Fines for
individuals are limited to $250,000 per violation.98
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IV. Conclusion
American immigration policy has been on a roller coaster ride since the
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The election of President Trump signaled
that his anti-immigrant campaign rhetoric would soon be followed by executive
policies aimed to increase enforcement of existing immigration laws.
Students, faculty, and other campus constituencies across the country have
responded by urging that their campuses be declared “sanctuaries,” where
administrators would take all legal measures to protect students from deportation
and removal proceedings. But there is no consensus about the meaning of sanctuary
campus, even among those campuses who have declared themselves as such. And,
even though the specific commitments made by campuses in response to student
petitions were often modest, adopting the term “sanctuary” may have dramatic
symbolic and political consequences. For some, the term suggests support and
compassion for students. But to critics, it signals a willingness to defy the law to
shelter unauthorized immigrants.
College administrators must thus navigate territory where both the meaning
of sanctuary is vague and the policies of the executive branch with regard to
immigration enforcement and relative to funding for sanctuary jurisdictions is still
developing. With so much uncertainty, it is essential that institutions understand
the current law, and monitor a number of key developments on the horizon. As
discussed above, the idea that churches and schools can provide legal sanctuary
from deportation and removal proceedings is based on tradition and optics, not
an actual non-discretionary legal restriction on the authority of ICE officials.
Moreover, several legislative proposals are pending that, if enacted, would restrict
funding to sanctuary campuses; but these proposals themselves might be subject
to legal or constitutional challenge. Institutions would be wise to track not only
these proposals but also the legal battles surrounding the Trump Administration’s
attempts to withdraw federal funding from state and local jurisdictions that have
adopted sanctuary policies.
Specific policies and practices that campuses may adopt or have recently
adopted must also be examined in relation to the harboring provisions of the
INA and in relation to Section 1373, which prevents state and local entities from
adopting policies that prevent government entities or employees from providing
citizenship or immigration status information to immigration authorities. Of
course, when student information is shared, such disclosures must not violate
FERPA. Non-collection of immigration status information, except where collection
is required by law, may be a strategy that enables the institution to avoid ICE
distractions. Any approach must also include tracking future court decisions that
address the constitutionality of Section 1373.
In addition, campuses should consider whether their actions could be construed
to frustrate or impede an immigration investigation or otherwise violate criminal
obstruction of justice laws. Moreover, institutions need to be aware that participation
in the SEVP program provides DHS broad authority to review certain student
records and that ICE has broad authority to withdraw SEVP certification. Finally,
sanctuary policies and practices need to be examined for consistency with laws
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that grant authority to campus police forces and any agreements with local and
federal law enforcement agencies.
With regard to ICE’s agents access to campus, agents can likely legally exercise
their authority on public parts of campus without a warrant. Institutions may insist
on a warrant for entry into private dormitories and other areas where students
have an expectation of privacy. In so doing, they must also ensure that they do not
run afoul of law enforcement cooperation agreements, and that they avoid any
activities that could be deemed to be willfully obstructing an investigation.
Finally, institutions should carefully monitor legal decisions construing the
harboring provisions of the INA . There is little precedent that addresses when
a college may be guilty of harboring an illegal alien. The interpretation of the
harboring provisions is largely unsettled and thus it would be prudent to remain
attentive to future interpretations of “harboring” by governmental officials, law
enforcement and the courts.
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